-INTRODUCTION

Holographic gratings
are produced by exposing a photoresist-coated substrate to the interference pattern generated by two coherent sources of wavelength A . Development of the photoresist leads to a surface profile modulation that is a record of the interference pattern; the resulting gratings have nonuniform spacing and curved grooves .The groove profile for these gratings is usually sinusoidal, the diffraction efficiency being generally low
(1 ,2, 3). Jobin Yvon ( 4 ) however has developped an ion etching technique to blaze the sinusoidal profile :blaze angle between 4° and 39* can be produced, the magnitude of the blaze angle being limited by the groove density. The groove distribution, which depends on <\ ,the substrate shape and the interfering o wavefront shape, may be optimized to cancel aberrations generated by the Indeed such gratings are fully corrected at one wavelength for defect of focus, astigmatism and comas and suffer only from a small amount of spherical aberration. Basic aplanetic conditions a s well a s previous solutions for two components device will be first made clear.
-APLANETIC CONDITIONS
In the following we adopt classical notation ( 9 )and we consider holographic grating ,the pole of which being centered at the origin of a 
where m is the order , n the nominal groove density and A the XUV wavelength .
-tangential focus condition :
-sagittal focus condition : we consider that both object and image are located on.circles centered on the grating TANGENT, instead on the grating normal a s for the Rowland Circle case.
Then a pseudo-aplanetic grating should satisfy simultaneously to :
-PLANE AND SPHERICAL GRATINGS
In this particular case where va= v , we note first that :
T + P H = S + P K -q ( s i n a + P s i n q )
5
It is then clear that solutions are not available for the XUV since the coresponding angles of incidence are very low ( sin a = -P sin t, 1 . We duly note however that the recent developments of synthetic structures layered in atomic scale or of continuously-depth-graded multilayer should ,in the future,suppress the need of working at grazing incidence to obtain high C7-26 JOURNAL DE PHYSIQUE reflecting power at very short wavelengths ( see for example 1 0 ) .
Nevertheless if both the object A and the image B are located on the same circle the pseudo-aplanetic conditions reduce to : s i n a / r = s i n q / r = s i n p / r' = s i n 6 /r = 1 / f ; T ( 9 )
It means ,in practice ,that a prefocusing mirror is required to generate a virtual object for the grating (abeing negativ , r is then virtual); to maintain the focusing properties of the grating toroidal mirror working at one to one magnification have to be used.
For plane substrate the working wavelength A is defined by :
sin a * s i n p = -sin 6 * sin q ;
and for spherical substrate (l/f = a v ) by ( Eq. 1 4 ) .:
a (1 / sin a s i n p + 1 / sin 6 sin q = (cos a + cos p ) / (sin a + sin p )
Plane holographic gratings may be optimized to balance the main slit aberration terms ( 7 ) and experimental results have been already reported (11).
Concave holographic grating may cover a broader spectral range and offers a more extended horizontal field (in the dispersion plane ) than the plane one ( 12 and a prototype is under construction ( 13 ) .
Since the radius of curvatures are identical in both meridion'al and sagittal plane the pseudo-aplanetic condition is valid for various wavelengths at the expense of a complex scanning mechanism thince ,the source being fixed ( and then the virtual object A for the grating ) a translation and a simultaneous rotation of the grating is required, the image B being not fixed in space. T o overcome these constraints the object and the image should lie on different circles ,which means that solutions will occur only for one wavelength and for aspherical substrate .
-CYLINDRICAL GRATINGS
Assuming that v = 0 ( vo # 0 ; qg =q ) , the horizontal focus condition is 5 satisfied for : 2 l/r = -P cos2q/ ( rT c o 2 a ; l/r9 = P cos 6/ ( r cos2p) ; u sin2a-P n A, s i n a -sins s i n q = 0 ; sin2e-P n A. sin P -sing sin q = 0.
These conditions implie that P has always positiv values ,6 and q being always v r = sin a ( tan a + tan q ) ; v a r'= sin p ( tan p + tan 6 1 .
u (18)
With the previous data v r = 0.5494417 and v a r' = 7.179583 , which implies a a magnification of 13. Such a single component configuration presents various advantages mainly in time resolved studies with the avaible detectors whose pixel sizes are generally larger than 15 vm. However, since s i n a should be less than s i n 6 s i n q , the available working wavelength are actually larger 25 nm.
-TOROIDAL GRATINGS
For a given toroidal ratio t ( t v = v w e have to satisfy, first, to 6.
the following conditions:
for stigmatism which implies that now :
sin a s i n p = -sin 6 sin q = t-I . 
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